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Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 

US Forest Service MissionUS Forest Service Mission
FS Mission: FS Mission: 

Sustaining the health, diversity and productivity Sustaining the health, diversity and productivity 
of the nationof the nation’’s forests and grasslands to meet the s forests and grasslands to meet the 
needs of present and future generations for forest needs of present and future generations for forest 
products and servicesproducts and services


 

Forests and ranges include national, state and private landsForests and ranges include national, state and private lands


 

Products include timber, water supplies, wildlife, wild Products include timber, water supplies, wildlife, wild 
foodsfoods



 

Services include carbon storage, clean air, recreation, Services include carbon storage, clean air, recreation, 
biodiversity, and aesthetic and spiritual benefitsbiodiversity, and aesthetic and spiritual benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For most of the 20th Century, FS goals were simple: generate forest products (= produce timber), and suppress fires under a stable climate. Today at the dawn of the 21st century, none of those three conditions prevail
-  The climate is not stable, and is likely to become less so
- The single minded suppression of fire has given way to recognition that fire is part of the forest ecosystem, and must be used as a management tool instead of simply suppressed in all its forms, and
The products and services of forests today are much more than timber; consider that 
54% of the freshwater supplies in the conterminous US come from forests
10-16% of the carbon we emit by burning fossil fuels each year is taken up by our forests
11 billion dollars each year is spent on recreational activities in the National Forest System, which doesn’t include the much larger value of the goods purchased to do that activity, from hunting and fishing, to hiking, camping, and tearing up the landscape driving recreational vehicles.

Climate changes are having increasing affects on all of these products and services. 



Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Direct Effects Slow Growth, Eventually Killing Direct Effects Slow Growth, Eventually Killing 

Individual Trees and Age ClassesIndividual Trees and Age Classes

Climate Services 
needed: 



 
Long-term 

seasonal climate 
predictions



 
Downscaled or 

regional climate 
predictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forest trees will become increasingly “climatically obsolete” as the climate of their immediate surroundings continues to change. The increasing stress (too little soil water, too great evaporation rates) is expected to lead to loss of trees to premature mortality. This process was expected to become evident after several more decades, although recent research (Phillip J. van Mantgem, et al. 2009. Widespread Increase of Tree Mortality Rates in the Western United States, Science 323:521-524, 2009) indicates this process already may be detectable. 




Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Black and White Spruce Dieback in AlaskaBlack and White Spruce Dieback in Alaska

Climate Services 
needed: 

Short-term 
growing season 
temperature 
predictions

Downscaled or 
regional climate 
predictions

Photo  by M.T. Jorgenson, Cover, Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Volume 82(3), 2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interactions of climate change with other critical stresses: Direct impacts of climate change in the form of warming impacts on forests growing on permafrost; these black spruce forests in Alaskan muskeg are growing on permafrost, which is melting permitting trees to be blown over, and to die as their roots are immersed continually in meltwater during the growing season. These forest diebacks from direct impacts of increasing warming can be expected to increase in future years, especially in the occasional very warm summer, with release of carbon a result.
Photo from Cover, Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Volume 82(3), 2001 by M.T. Jorgenson.



Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Increasing Hurricane IntensityIncreasing Hurricane Intensity

Climate Services 
needed: 

Long-term hurricane 
intensity and frequency 
predictions

Predictions of 
changing hurricane 
regional distributions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another direct effect of climate change and variability is the increase in hurricane intensity in the southeastern US and the Caribbean. Note that most of the damage is to the largest trees storing the most carbon, and that sequestration of new carbon begins almost immediately in the young trees released from competition for sunlight.

Hurricane Hugo in 1989; in North and South Carolina alone, more than 4.5 million acres of timberland were significantly damaged. Volume of softwood growing stock was reduced by 21 percent with nearly one-third of the remaining volume damagedto some degree. Hardwoods sustained less immediate loss-6 percent-but one-third of the remaining hardwoods was damaged. 
an estimated 21.4 billion board feet of timber were destroyed or damaged.



Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Stand Replacing Wildfire IncreasesStand Replacing Wildfire Increases



 

Climate Services 
needed: 



 

Short and mid-term 
temperature and 
drought predictions



 

Downscaled or 
regional climate 
predictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once trees have died back, the landscape is ripe for intense wildfires instead of less destructive ground fires that are more easily suppressed.
But the drought that brings on the insects and the wildfire, directly dries other fuels, so even forests of living trees are vulnerable to stand replacing crown fires. 




Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Wildfire depends on Drought Conditions Wildfire depends on Drought Conditions in in 

Previous YearsPrevious Years

PDSI vs years before fires, Sierra 
Nevada, CA, Swetnam and Baisan, 2003

PDSI vs years before fires, Bitterroot 
Mountains, Idaho, Kipfmuller and 
Swetnam, 2000
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National Forest Acres Burned by Year    National Forest Acres Burned by Year    
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The orange bars in this graph show the area burned on National Forest land only.  The blue line is a five-year running average of annual burned area.  The reason for using FS data is that it is the only data set that goes back to the early 1900’s with any consistency, and there has been minimal change in the area coverage of the data over that time.  Turn into bullets



In recent years, the area burned by wildfire in the US has In recent years, the area burned by wildfire in the US has 
been increasing. The years 2004been increasing. The years 2004--2006 have all broken long2006 have all broken long-- 
term records. term records. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These data are from the National Interagency Coordination Center.



Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Reforestation must follow disturbance but what species Reforestation must follow disturbance but what species 

to plant for maturity 50 yrs into the future?to plant for maturity 50 yrs into the future?

From J. Zhang et al, 2009, Journal of Forestry 106:425-430

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2007 picture showing reforestation from 1992 Fountain Fire in northeastern California adjacent to area not reforested; reforestation began in March 1993 and continued for five years. Ponderosa pine, Douglas fir and white fir. Original forests were about 70 years old, of ponderosa and sugar pine, Douglas fir, white fir, incense cedar and California black oak.



Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change: 
Insect Infestations Increasing Frequency and Insect Infestations Increasing Frequency and 

IntensityIntensity


 

Climate Services 
needed: 



 

Short and mid- 
term drought 
predictions



 

Downscaled or 
regional climate 
predictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where the brownness came from. On the Colorado Plateau, 1.5 million hectares (about 3.5 million acres) of pinion pine and 1 million hectares of ponderosa pine died during the drought. 

But mortality is not from direct effects of the drought, which many of the drought-tolerant pines could withstand, but from insect infestations that normally could not reach such epic proportions. 

In this case, no water, no protective sap, and no cold winter temperatures to stop pine bark beetle populations from multiplying.




MPB

S P B

Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:Mission Interests Affected by Climate Change:
Tipping Point for widespread pest immigrationTipping Point for widespread pest immigration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPB moving North – typical host is loblolly pine – in eastern white pine in new Jersey – Record observation and record(?) host
Zone of potential competition
Biogeographical events on a continental scale!



Climate Activities across Government:Climate Activities across Government: 
Forest Service Global Change ProductsForest Service Global Change Products

Research products mandated by CongressResearch products mandated by Congress


 

RPA Forest Assessments: Renewable Resources Planning Act RPA Forest Assessments: Renewable Resources Planning Act 
(RPA) of 1974, including climate impacts (1990)(RPA) of 1974, including climate impacts (1990)



 

Research on Carbon Cycle, Water Cycle, Ecosystems, Land Use Research on Carbon Cycle, Water Cycle, Ecosystems, Land Use 
and Cover: US Global Change Research Act of 1990and Cover: US Global Change Research Act of 1990



 

US Greenhouse Gas Assessment: UN Framework Convention on US Greenhouse Gas Assessment: UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change, 1992  Climate Change, 1992  



 

Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Section Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Section 
1605b of the Energy Policy Act of 19921605b of the Energy Policy Act of 1992

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One can subdivide the Forest Service activities into those mandated directly by Congressional actions, and those required to maintain and improve the forests themselves

Both kinds of research activities are aimed at effectively informing policy, permitting us to manage our forests to continue providing the goods and services the US desires and requires




FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership:FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership: 
Experiments combined with field measures in Experiments combined with field measures in 

determining carbon cycle propertiesdetermining carbon cycle properties


 

Experimental research facilitiesExperimental research facilities


 

Participation in NACP, Participation in NACP, AmeriFluxAmeriFlux, other interagency , other interagency 
efforts efforts 



 

Use of FIA data on forest inventory in analysis of the Use of FIA data on forest inventory in analysis of the 
global carbon cycleglobal carbon cycle

Inventory PlotFlux TowerFACE Experiment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACE experiments like this one in Rhinelander, Wisconsin, pump CO2 into the free air and measure responses of whole stands of trees for many consecutive years.

Flux tower measurements record CO2 concentrations by the minute, tracing their origins by also measuring concurrent air movements in order to define the storage and release of carbon by whole forests

Inventory plots blanket the country every 7 kilometers with repeated measurements of carbon stocks every 5 to 7 years. These data have been collected in one form or another since 1928, providing an invaluable source of information on forest responses to changing climate and atmospheric chemistry during the last 80 years.



FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership:FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership: 
RPA Climate Change AssessmentRPA Climate Change Assessment



 

Reviews StateReviews State--ofof--thethe--Art in Art in 
Modeling Climate Change Modeling Climate Change 
Impacts, including:Impacts, including:



 

Forest productivityForest productivity


 

Vegetation changeVegetation change


 

Supply and demandSupply and demand


 

Carbon accountingCarbon accounting


 

Management activities for Management activities for 
carbon sequestrationcarbon sequestration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most recent assessment, which looks 50 years into the future, includes a review of the most recent results from measurements and models on productivity, economics, and so on. Assessments of future climate change impacts requires downscaled model climate data covering future decades.



FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership:FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership: 
Technical information for GHG accounting rules Technical information for GHG accounting rules 

and guidelinesand guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Methods to calculate carbon stocks, and results of those calculations have been provided by Forest Service scientists, both for the Department of Agriculture inventory every other year, and for the US Environmental Protection Agency’s annual inventory, mandated by US participation in the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, or UNFCCC.



FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership:FS Products for A Climate Services Partnership: 
Transferring research results to land managers, e.g. Transferring research results to land managers, e.g. 

with new carbon accounting toolswith new carbon accounting tools

http://ncasi.uml.edu/COLE/

COLE: Carbon On-line Estimation web tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COLE, an on-line means to calculate carbon stocks was originally developed for the GHG Inventory by Forest Service scientists, and is now the official method to input data on voluntary reporting of carbon stock changes under 1605b. It produces carbon stock reports and maps.
It is currently being modified to upgrade the graphic user interface, and to include carbon in agroforestry. 



Views on NOAA Taking a Core Role in Climate Views on NOAA Taking a Core Role in Climate 
ServicesServices

Role Depends on How Role Depends on How Climate ServicesClimate Services are Definedare Defined


 

As direct products of climate research, measurement, modeling As direct products of climate research, measurement, modeling 
and analysis?and analysis?



 

As centrally planned integrated products from atmospheric, As centrally planned integrated products from atmospheric, 
marine and terrestrial science into assessments for land plannermarine and terrestrial science into assessments for land planners?s?

Alternative Roles for NOAAAlternative Roles for NOAA


 

Retention or Expansion of Current Role in CCSP as Lead Retention or Expansion of Current Role in CCSP as Lead 
Agency?  Agency?  



 

Return to Previous Role as an Equal Partner in USGCRP, or in a Return to Previous Role as an Equal Partner in USGCRP, or in a 
new NSTC Umbrella, e.g., through CENR?new NSTC Umbrella, e.g., through CENR?
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